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Abstract
Research has established that experiential purchases often lead to more positive consumer (and firm)
outcomes than material purchases. However, it has not examined how firms might increase the extent to
which consumers perceive material purchases as experiential. The current work identifies bundling as an
external, contextual factor that does so, demonstrating that consumers perceive material goods as more
experiential when they are in a bundle. This “experiential bundling” effect emerges when comparing
bundled material goods to their single component products, and when comparing sets of products that are
more or less bundled (e.g., tied together or not). This effect extends to properties (e.g., sociability) and
outcomes (e.g., happiness) associated with experiential purchases, and affects consumers’ language use in
writing reviews. In identifying why this effect occurs, we document a new property of experiential (vs.
material) purchases: they are perceived as having greater usage contextualization (i.e., usage in a particular
time, place, or situation). We show that bundling increases usage contextualization, which increases the
extent to which material goods are viewed as experiential. We also find that the effect is stronger when the
bundle components are more (vs. less) complementary, as complementarity indicates that a joint
contextualized use is more likely.
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